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Teisho By Kyozan Joshu Roshi 

Bodhi Manda Zen Center 

March 25, 1998 – 3rd Day 

General Sesshin – Translator: Giko 

Mumonkan, ch. 3 – Gutei’s Finger 

 

 Whatever he was asked about zen, Gutei simply stuck up one finger. At one time he had an 

acolyte whom a visitor asked, “What is the essential point of your master’s teaching?” The boy just 

stuck up one finger. Hearing of this, Gutei cut off his finger with a knife. As the boy ran out of the room 

screaming with pain, Gutei called to him. When he turned around his head, Gutei stuck up one finger. 

The boy suddenly became enlightened. 

 When Gutei was about to die, he said to the assembled monks, “I received this one finger zen 

from Tenryu. I used it all my life, but did not exhaust it.” When he had finished saying this, he entered 

into his eternal rest. 

      Mumonkan, ch. 3 – Gutei’s Finger 

 

 Over the last two days I’ve been teaching in some detail from the perspective of Nyorai, 

Tathagata Zen, about how to practice, using this koan of Gutei’s finger. 

 I know it’s a difficult thing to understand what zen practice is, but I’m hoping at least in some 

general sense you’ve gotten the picture of it. 

 I told you how the condition of the source, the condition of the origin of everything is an activity 

in which plus and minus are working absolutely without any will. 

 It is a condition that has absolutely no conscious functioning, so we cannot use words such as 

peace or disturbance or war concerning this condition, but if you want to use the word peace, then this 

must be the true peace. 

 In Tathagata Zen we call this condition the dharma-kaya. 

 If we talk in terms of what other religions call God, the God which creates everything, then that 

is the same, perhaps, as the dharma-kaya. 

 But, from my perspective it seems as if most people take this creator God, this God that the 

people of ancient times did us the favor of inventing, most people take this creator God as something 

that is always outside of themselves. They always take the future, they always take the objective world 

as something different than themselves. 

 This is the point at which Buddhism and other religions seem to differ greatly. 

 As I said yesterday, your self is an incomplete thing. 

 When the self is born, mother and father are born simultaneously with that birth. 

 When you are born, your mother and father are born at the exact same time, and their mothers 

and fathers are also simultaneously born. 

 Even in the Buddhist world, even among monks and scholars of Buddhism, there are those 
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people in this modern age of ours that will start speaking in this way. They’ll say, “Your mother and 

father had their mothers and fathers, and those mothers and fathers had those mothers and fathers, and 

those mothers and fathers had their own mothers and fathers,” and if you start climbing up this slope, 

then the numbers of your ancestors will just go on endlessly, millions and billions of them. 

 But the position of Tathagata Zen is to say that that kind of thinking is the kind of thinking that 

arises from fixating the human world. It’s simply egoistic human thinking. It isn’t zen. 

 As I told you yesterday, the self receives absolutely equally from tatha-gata and tatha-agata when 

it appears. 

 I also said that, simultaneously with this birth of the self, this appearance of the self when it 

receives equally from plus and minus, plus, at that very same instant, becomes incomplete, because it 

has given some of itself in order to give birth to the child, and this incomplete activity of plus, we can 

say, is no longer pure. We could also say that it has gotten old, or become decrepit, or become 

weakened. 

 Mother is the same. The minus activity, the tatha-agata, thus-coming activity, has also given 

some of herself in order to give birth to the child, and so she has become incomplete, or in some way 

tired out. 

 The tired out tatha-agata activity is what we call mother. 

 So it should be clear now that when the self is born, mother and father simultaneously are born. 

It is not the case that they were existing before the self was born. Before the self was born, the only 

things that were existing were the pure activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata, no mother and father. 

 So we can see that mother, father and child are all the same, in the sense that they all have the 

same origin. They all have this origin which I call the dharma-kaya, the condition of the origin in which 

tatha-gata and tatha-agata are completely unified. 

 The teaching of Tathagata Zen is to say that there is nothing more obvious than to see that both 

mother, father and child have the same ancestor, the same origin, and that is the activity of tatha-aagata, 

itself. 

 Although I’ve been talking about it for two days, for people who are beginning their practice of 

zen, I think that I need to get into even more detail about what the dharma-kaya is. 

 There is absolutely no need to have any doubts about your origin. It’s absolutely clear that all of 

our origin, all of our origins is this condition of the source, this dharma-kaya. All of our grandfathers are 

tatha-gata. All of our grandmothers are tatha-agata. 

 But if you think in the same way as it seems most people think, in general, and you start thinking 

back in your ancestral history, and think, “Well, my mother and father had their mothers and fathers, and 

those are my grandparents, and my grandparents had their mothers and fathers, and those are my 

great-grandparents,” then the numbers of ancestors just gets larger and larger, and it becomes impossible 

to really get at your own origin. 

 So we can say that that way of feeling, that way of investigating is a mistaken way. 

 So people who sit around arguing about whether God exists or not are the kind of people who 
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can’t clearly give an answer when asked about their own ancestors, and say, “My grandfather is the 

dharma-kaya.” 

 Even an ant has, in the very same way, the dharma-kaya as its origin. 

 But an ant has stopped in the world of ant. It hasn’t evolved past the ant world. 

 After I had come to America, only after about ten or fifteen years I think, in California there was 

a big uproar, a big problem, and certain religious people said they shouldn’t teach evolution in the 

schools because to teach evolution in schools would be a violation against the activity of God. 

 I was looking at this very carefully. Hmm, this is going to be interesting. I wonder how the 

government’s going to deal with this. 

 I read in the newspaper that the conclusion was that the textbooks used that taught about 

evolution at that time were forbidden in certain schools. Although that wasn’t the government’s position, 

the schools themselves took that position. 

 But when it comes to things like this, you have to really investigate carefully and come to a clear 

decision yourself about it. 

 You have to clearly investigate what evolution really means, and then come to a decision. 

 As I just said, if you start thinking about your ancestry in the way of your mother and father have 

their mothers and fathers, and those have their mothers and fathers, then although you might have some 

kind of answer about the source, let’s say the level one source, when you really look into it, it just gets 

larger and larger. Two becomes four. Four becomes eight. Eight becomes sixteen, and there is no 

conclusion that is reached. There is no result that is reached. 

 So if you think in that way, then you can’t be speaking about the activity which results in 

complete growth and evolution and development. 

 Also, if you have the way of thinking that says that the number one condition, the number one 

state, has a mother and father, but that number one state and the mother and the father have the same 

origin, which is the dharma-kaya, and if you just stop there, also that will not sufficiently explain 

evolution. 

 Buddhism is a teaching which recognizes the validity of evolution. 

 But Buddhism also says that evolution is not evolution. 

 That is evolution. 

 If you really learn this principle, then evolution will become clear for you. 

 An ant, as an ant, will manifest the complete condition, the dharma-kaya. 

 If an ant evolves, and becomes a snake, then a snake, in the same way, will manifest the 

dharma-kaya. 

 But the snake will not stop in the world of the snake. The snake also advances and will manifest 

a new condition of the dharma-kaya. 

 That will be the world of birds. 

 Then the bird, as a bird, will again manifest the dharma-kaya. 

 When that dharma-kaya does the activity of evolution, then the world of animals appears. 
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 Within the world of animals, each one of those animals, inevitably will manifest the 

dharma-kaya. 

 The teaching of the enlightened one is that eventually the human world will be arrived at, but 

within the human world as well, wherever you look in the human world, the manifestation of the 

dharma-kaya will occur. 

 If you really investigate this, then you’ll see that every single thing is manifesting the 

dharma-kaya. 

 But a snake has a character that always will remain in the world of snakes. It can’t go beyond 

snake. 

 A bird, when it overcomes, goes beyond being a bird, then, when it transcends bird, then it 

manifests the complete condition. 

 So, what we say is that, for example, when a snake is reborn out of being a snake, that means it’s 

born into the dharma-kaya, into the complete condition, not into some other world besides snake. 

 And a bird is the same way. A bird will manifest itself as the dharma-kaya, as the complete 

condition, but it is not the case that a bird will become an animal. 

 So, when a bird transcends the world of bird, and manifests a new condition of the origin, that 

new condition of the origin is the animal world. 

 There are many, of course, different types of animals, but each one of those types of animals, 

although it at times manifests itself as that particular "I am" animal, whether it’s a dog, or a cat, or a pig, 

or a monkey, they all will manifest the complete condition. 

 But pigs don’t just turn into monkeys. 

 Dogs don’t turn into cats. 

 But a cat, as a cat, manifests the dharma-kaya. 

 A dog, as a dog, manifests the dharma-kaya. 

 So, according to Tathagata Zen, we explain that all animals, as their particular animal, manifest 

the dharma-kaya. 

 But as I was talking about yesterday a little bit, in America I see people love their dogs and their 

cats, and they try to educate them as best they can, but no matter how they try, I’m telling you, those 

dogs and cats aren’t going to become people. 

 So, the Buddha, the historical person who founded Buddhism, was very clear about this. In the 

very beginning of Buddhism, actually he made this distinction, and he said that it is not okay to keep 

dogs and cats as pets. You shouldn’t love dogs and cats as if they were people. 

 So Buddhism is the teaching which absolutely recognizes differences and distinctions between 

things. 

 But, as I just said, of course dogs and cats, but even snakes and mosquitoes, all of these things 

will manifest the complete condition, the dharma-kaya. 

 Every single thing manifests the dharma-kaya, so that’s why we say everything is equal. 

 But people who are not capable of clearly manifesting the wisdom that understands this 
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relationship between equality and differences, get lead astray by their pets, and then they become pets 

themselves. 

 This is what we call pet love. 

 It seems as if people get drowned in this pet love, and although they love their pets, they seem to 

fight with each other, so as they’re loving their pets they are killing each other. 

 In the human world, also we can clearly say, you shouldn’t get married, if you’re a man, treating 

your wife as a pet. And likewise, if you’re a woman, you shouldn’t treat your husband as a pet. 

 We warn you, and say, if you get drowned in pet love, then you will live your human life without 

understanding what human love is. 

 Anyway, as I was saying before, evolution is not evolution, and that is what we mean by true 

evolution. 

 However, there is definitely evolution. 

 Evolution will inevitably reach the ultimate point of the dharma-kaya. 

 We call this the manifestation of the ultimately large dharma-kaya. 

 If you go to Japan, and if you go to Kamakura or Nara, you will see these enormous statues of 

Buddha, and you might wonder, “What is the story with these giant statues?” What they are, are symbols 

of this ultimately large dharma-kaya. 

 I have a name, my middle name is Kyozan. 

 The Kyo of Kyozan also can be pronounced an, and it means apricot tree. 

 In Rinzai’s time there was also someone named Kyozan. 

 Rinzai faced Kyozan and said, “What are you?” Kyozan answered by imitating a cow’s voice, 

“Mmmoomm.” 

 Then Rinzai said, “Okay, you beast!” and he picked up his stick, and was about to hit him. 

 Then Kyozan Anzan kept on going, “Mmm, mmmmh,” and ran out of the room. 

 So everybody, it’s okay to become a cow, or to become a monkey, but if you’re about to be hit, 

you’d better run. 

 But if a beast appears in front of you, you should clearly be able to distinguish between a human 

and a beast, and be able to say, “You animal!” 

 People sometimes ride camels, and when they ride camels, the camel will sometimes turn around 

to the person and snort out of its nose. 

 So what will you do in that situation? Will you grab out your handkerchief or your kleenex and 

wipe the camel’s nose for him? 

 What I'm saying is, it’s fine to love dogs and cats, but you can’t live together with them as 

people. 

 It’s actually not completely impossible. It’s possible. 

 But the way it’s possible is to quit being a human being, and just live together with the animals 

as an animal. 

 In the old days, there were people who lived right together with dogs, or right together with 
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horses. 

 So these are people that have completely given up on evolving, and decided to just live 

completely like a dog, or completely like a horse, and this is a very wonderful thing, too. 

 But, you couldn’t really do this, in general, in the human world. This would be a mistake. 

 So it’s fine to live together with dogs, or to live together with cats, to live together with anything, 

but if you don’t have the wisdom to propel yourself out of that situation, then this is really being utterly 

a fool. 

 So even if you manifest the great Buddha, the greatest Buddha itself, if you fixate that, if you 

stay in that condition, that’s also not understanding the Buddhist perspective of evolution. 

 The teaching of the enlightened person, the perspective of Buddhism is that, after manifesting 

this condition of the great Buddha, when one opens one’s eyes, then you see that everything is your 

content. 

 That is the manifestation of enlightened wisdom. 

 Or, we could call it the manifestation of the wisdom of the true mother. 

 Buddhism says that a woman, when she becomes a mother, already has the wisdom born in her 

that is exactly the same as enlightened wisdom. 

 To be a woman is to become a mother, is to experience motherhood. 

 Without even doing zazen, this thing that we call zazen, a woman can experience the teaching of 

Buddhism by becoming a mother. 

 The moment a woman’s child is born, she manifests the wisdom that thinks and feels, “I can’t 

die until my child is completely grown up. I will nurture and educate my child until it is completely 

matured.” 

 And a true mother will inevitably arrive at the condition in which she no longer has to nurture 

her child, she no longer has to do the activity of dying. 

 To no longer need to educate or nurture is, it should go without saying, the same condition as to 

no longer need to do the activity of dying. 

 It’s here that, in contradistinction to the great Buddha of the ultimately large, the Buddha of the 

ultimately small appears. 

 Here, at this ultimately small Buddha, which is the opposite of the greatest Buddha, here is when 

the plus activity again takes the lead, and he causes this ultimately small Buddha to expand through the 

levels of, one, two, three, four, five, six, and on, and so forth. 

 So again, we are walking in the world of evolution, in the world of advancing. 

 In Nyorai Zen we teach that, in contrast to this process of developing and evolving and 

expanding is the process of the mother ... single thing manifests the dharma-kaya,  recognizing this 

manifestation of the dharma-kaya, one must not kill anything. 

 But this is different than loving something as a pet, not that kind of love. 

 When I came to America I was really shocked. I was really surprised. It seemed to me like there 

are a lot of people in this country who don’t distinguish between people and animals. 
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 I was really surprised at this kind of pet love that was everywhere I looked. It seemed really 

boring to me, and kind of stupid that people were manifesting this kind of love, even to the point of 

saying, “You can’t kill mosquitoes.” 

 So, when I see people walking their dogs, pulling their dogs on a leash, and talking to their dogs 

in dog talk, it makes me want to throw up. 

 Dogs and cats can go to the bathroom all by themselves. We don’t have to care for them, and 

help them do these activities of peeing and shitting. They can do it themselves. 

 I wonder if you understand. 

 So, if you fall into this pet love, then you come to have to make sounds as if you were an animal. 

 But people should take care of each other. 

 If you’re a man, why don’t you just try taking care of a woman? 

 If you’re a woman, why don’t you take care of a man? 

 If you look at a mother, then you will really understand what I'm talking about. You don’t have 

to be a parent to your pets. 

 Because American people are totally drowned and wrapped up in this kind of pet love, then the 

general knowledge of the people is such that, no matter how many policemen we hire, the way of life, 

the safety of our lives is not acceptable, at an acceptable level. 

 Then there will be a group of people that are in opposition to pet love, who can’t live the life of 

pet love and oppose it. 

 So, if you are participating in this pet love, you should know that, although it might be not such a 

bad thing, it’s also the origin of certain crimes. 

 So, when I become president, or if I become president, what I'm going to do is tax all the people 

who keep pets, and then give that money to the people who don’t have pets. But please don’t worry. I'll 

never become president, so you don’t have to worry about this. 

 Any kind of thing at all, inevitably will manifest the dharma-kaya. But, also, just as inevitably, 

that dharma-kaya will break open, and the thing that we call the natural human being will appear, and 

this mother will care for everything. So we must grasp this principle clearly, that we all must manifest 

the dharma-kaya, but if we attach to the dharma-kaya, or we attach to, we could even say, God, then we 

simply become the slaves of God. 

 This koan of Gutei’s finger is, I think it’s fair to say, a koan which thoroughly points to the 

manifestation of the dharma-kaya. But, if we ask that, if, on the other hand, it is a koan which clearly 

teaches about compassion, some people might say that it looks as if it doesn’t teach about compassion. 

When dharma-kaya is manifest, it looks as if there is no compassion present there. But it’s Buddhism 

that says that, within that, inevitably compassion appears. 

 But since we’ve already gone over our time, I'll talk more about that tomorrow. Today, we can 

say that the talk was about manifesting the dharma-kaya, but not being attached to the dharma-kaya, 

inevitably also manifesting the world in which the human being cares for everything. 

 


